A critical discussion on diet, genomic mutations and repair mechanisms in colon carcinogenesis.
Colon cancer is one of the most common malignancies and its etiology closely tied to dietary habits. Recent epidemiological data shows that colon cancer incidence is shifting to a much younger population. In this regard, some dietary components from a regular human meal might have various DNA-damaging compounds. Given that not every person endure cancer, the colonic malignancy develops throughout decades, and persistent DNA damage promotes cancer when induced at the proper intensity, a critical discussion of possible novel mechanisms by which carcinogens promote these tumors is urgently needed. Robust genomic sequencing analyses showed that low and late cell cycle expressed genes are prone to undergo mutation. Moreover, detection and repair mechanisms have a particular threshold to be activated throughout the G2/M phase, and reactivation of these devices during the M phase promotes genomic instability. Conditions of combined exposure to non-genotoxic concentrations of various carcinogens seem to act effectively through these weaknesses in genomic repair mechanisms. Therefore, we suggest that the natural tolerance of body defence mechanisms eventually become overwhelmed by the chronic exposure to different combinations and intensities of dietary mutagens leading to the high incidence of colon cancer in modern society.